INVESTIGATIVE

Like to observe, learn, investigate, analyze, evaluate, problem solve

Majors to Consider:

Anthropology [A,R]
Astronomy [R]
Astrophysics [R]
Biochemistry [R]
Botany [R]
Chemical Engineering [R]
Chemistry [R]
Criminology [S]
Dentistry (Pre-Dent) [R,S]
Geography [R,E]
Geosciences [R]
Liberal Studies [S]
Mathematics [R,E]
Math - Computer Option [R,E]
Math - Education [S,R]
Math - Statistics [C,R,E]
Medicine (Pre-Med) [S,R]
Microbiology [R]
Paleontology [R]
Pharmacy [E,R]
Physics [R]
Psychology [S,E]
Physician’s Associate [S,R]
Science Education [S,R]
Sociology [S,E]
Veterinary Med (Pre-Vet) [R]
Women’s Studies [S,E]
Zoology [R]

NOTE: Majors are listed initially under a predominant theme; other applicable themes are indicated in brackets.

For More Information: Career Services 323 OMU
www.ou.edu/career